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A 

paradigm 

shift 
in 

cleanlin
ess

Hotels say cleaning protocols still 

needed as pandemic wears down 

Hotel companies in the news include: 

NewcrestIm
age, Vision Hospitality Group, RAM Hotels, Guru Deva 

Datta LLC

One hotelier’s rags to 

riches storyOn $20 and a dream

Back in business

States are lift
ing 

pandemic restrictions to 

reopen, but is it time? 
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Hotel companies in the news include: 

Peachtree Hotel Group, Vision Hospitality Group, Aaron Hotel Group, PH Lodging Tomball, L
LC, Synergy Hotels, QHotelsIHG, Choice face litigation 

over preferred vendors and fees 

Franchisee dissatisfaction 

leads to lawsuits

Hands-fr
ee hotels

The COVID-19 pandemic continues 

to inspire new technologies for hotels 

Soundproofing hotels to prepare 

for post pandemic travelers

Keeping it quiet

September 2
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Carrying on 

with
 the fight

Hotels adjust training on human 

trafficking prevention in light of 

pandemic, labor shortage

Hotel companies in the news include: 

Sweet Hotels, LLC, Dhanlaxmi Hospitality,
 Inc., N

exGen Hotels, Peachtree Hotel Group, Stonehill, H
awkeye Hotels, Viking Hospitality

Reconnecting with 

enthusiasm

AAHOA members got to 

see each other face-to-face 

again at conference

Hotelier safety 

remains an issue

Advocacy groups seek 

government action to 

improve security

August 2
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A season  

of change

AAHOA prepares for chairmanship 

transition during a transformative moment 

Hotel companies in the news include: 

SREE Hotels, LLC, Hospitality Lodging Systems, Peachtree Hotel Group, Vision Hospitality Group

Hard at work or  

hardly working?

Hotels must try to recruit 

workers back to the industry 

Turning on the power

Hotels are beginning 

to install E
V charging 

stations for guests
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Hotel companies in the news include: 

NewcrestIm
age, Canterbury Hotel Group, GR Hospitality,

 LaPour Partners, Noble Investment Group

The pandemic led Qube 

Hotels to diversify into 

hotel TV distributionPutting their eggs  

in other basketsBusinesses must meet ADA 

requirements, but one hotelier couple 

went beyond the law’s standards Making room 

for everyone

Left high and dry

Former AAHOA chairman suing 

insurance company for COVID-19 

losses on unpaid business 

interruption insurance claim 

October 2
021  V
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Stormy omen  

of an uncertain 

future 

Hurricane Ida highlights perils 

of crisis change, challenges of 

insurance coverage for hotels 

Hotel companies in the news include: 

Hawkeye Hotels, Baywood Hotels, Noble Investment Group, Vision Hospitality Group, Stonehill

New threats,  

new defenses

Ransomware and spam 

attacks require updates 

for hotels’ cybersecurity 

Delta variant 

dragging on recovery

Hospitality experts say 

vaccination rates must rise 

to ease consumer concerns
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Hotel companies in the news include: 

The Witness Group, DKN Hotels, Wayside Investment Group, Hawkeye Hotels, Hospitality International

Focus is on awareness 

and training hotel 

employees to recognize 

and report the crime 
‘Peeling back the layers’ 

on human trafficking
The pandemic could lead to an 

upward shift in the role of women 

and minorities in hospitality The D
iversificatio

n 

Opportunity

A challenging year

Hoteliers and industry heads 

look back on 2020 with eye 

toward the future
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2001
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Pretty as a picture
Vision Hospitality Group’s Kinley Chattanooga Southside doubles as an art gallery

The Kinley Chattanooga Southside is one of Vision 

Hospitality Group’s newest lifestyle hotels, and as 

such it is designed like a piece of artw0rk. The 64-

room hotel, opened on March 4, also is serving as 

a gallery to display the work of local female artists 

in its lobby, its guestrooms and on an exterior wall.

“Chattanooga is a hip, cool and creative city. We wanted to 

showcase the local work of some of Chattanooga’s talented 

female artists both inside and outside The Kinley Hotel to 

help us create a truly one-of-a-kind experience,” said Mike 

Patel, Vision Hospitality’s president and CEO. “Creating a 

sense of arrival is important to us. It adds to the welcoming 

environment, inviting locals and visitors to escape the 

stressors of the outside world and safely relax and unwind.”

The exhibits include a mural called Communal 

Kaleidoscope by Alecia Buckles and Briah Gober on an 

exterior wall. Inside, the artists collection includes “Tiny 

Blue Planetary Alignment,” a monotype print by Janet 

Campbell, hanging in the lobby.

In The Exchange, Kinley Chattanooga’s coffee and cocktail 

bar, hangs “The Magnolia Story,” a 6-foot 11-inch weaving 

by Anna Carll. Over the hotel’s front desk is an abstract 

painting collection curated by stained-glass artisan Amber 

Droste.
Kinley Chattanooga is in the city’s entertainment district 

near Tennessee Aquarium and Rock City. It is Vision 

Hospitality’s second property in the company’s The Tribute 

Portfolio, having opened the Kinley Cincinnati Downtown in 

October 2020. The company also recently opened The Grady 

Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky, also a luxury lifestyle hotel.

Vision Hospitality launched the Kinley brand in 2018, 

originally as part of the Humanist portfolio.

Over the 
hotel’s front 
desk is an 
abstract 
painting 
collection 
curated by 
stained-glass 
artisan Amber 
Droste.

Vision Hospitality Group’s 64-room 

lifestyle hotel The Kinley Chattanooga 

Southside, opened in March in Chattanooga, 

Tennessee, is the second property in the 

brand the company launched in 2018.

Inside, the artists collection includes 

“Tiny Blue Planetary Alignment,” a 

monotype print by Janet Campbell, 

is part of the collection hanging in 

the hotel’s lobby.

The Kinley Chattanooga’s rooms also 

feature art, including a combination 

of gouache painting and clipped 

vintage ephemera curated by Hollie 

Chastain, a local mixed media artist 

and illustrator.

One exterior wall of Kinley Chattanooga bears 

a mural called Communal Kaleidoscope by 

Alecia Buckles and Briah Gober.

In The Exchange, Kinley 

Chattanooga’s coffee and cocktail 

bar, hangs “The Magnolia Story,” a 

6-foot 11-inch weaving by Anna Carll. 
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Franchising 
the future

The hospitality industry’s 

primary business model 

has been reshaped by the 

pandemic 

What’s the alternative?

Hotel owners try non-standard 

uses for rooms to make up 

pandemic shortfall
Hotel companies in the news include: 

The Witness Group, Asharam LLC, Hotel Equities, Mills Group LLC, Marquee Hospitality LLC, Pramukhraj Pierre ownership group

President-elect Joe 

Biden will be sworn in 

as the next president at a 

critical time in history

Hoteliers prepare for  

a new administration
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At the Heart of the 
Community
The vast majority of Asian-Indian 
hoteliers in the U.S. hail from the state 
of Gujarat on the northwest coast of 
India. Gujaratis, as they are known, 
speak Gujarati and are renowned 
throughout India and in many parts of 
the world for their business acumen and 
entrepreneurial flair.

The father of the Indian nation, 
Mahatma Gandhi, was born in Gujarat 
and his ashram, from where he led the 
country’s freedom struggle, is now 
a museum in the state’s commercial 
capital, Ahmedabad.

information they needed to keep up 
with how the outbreak affected them. 
From the efforts to press the U.S. 
Congress for more federal assistance to 
the personal toll taken on hotel owners 
and their families who were infected by 
the virus. As the pandemic fades, Asian 
Hospitality is providing its readers with 
the knowledge they need to accelerate 
their recovery.

The New Trailblazers 
The second generation of Asian 
American hoteliers operate in the 
midscale, upper midscale and upscale 
segments of the U.S. hotel industry. A 
well-educated demographic who grew 
up in the hospitality business, second-
generation hoteliers have built upon the 
entrepreneurial foundation set by their 
parents and are eager for the next big 
thing. 

Asian Hospitality recognizes the 
changing landscape. Its editorial content 
is designed to connect with first-
generation industry pioneers and the 
next generation of owners, operators, 
developers and investors.

About Our Readers
  A survey of Asian Hospitality 

subscribers showed most of our 
subscribers are Asian American hotel 
owners and operators. 

  Most of our subscribers own and 
operate one to four hotels. 

  A third of our subscribers own and 
operate an independent hotel. 

  The price tiers of subscribers’ hotels 
range from economy to upper upscale.

  The vast majority of our subscribers 
are not members of a hotel trade 
organization.

  Half of our subscribers receive no 
other hotel trade magazine besides Asian 
Hospitality.

Print edition: 
Asian Hospitality is a monthly B2B 

hotel trade title that caters to the Indian 
American hotel owner. AH has more than 
10,000 subscribers and 55,000 readers a 

month. Our subscription number is BPA 
certified.

A recent reader survey shows Asian 
Hospitality is a significant source of 
hotel trade news and information for 
thousands of Indian American hotel 
owners and operators in the U.S. 

For nearly half our subscribers, Asian 
Hospitality is the only hotel trade news 
magazine they receive. 

Most of our subscribers are not 
members of a hotel trade organization.

Asian Hospitality is 100 percent 
requested, meaning the magazine is 
opened and read.

Priya
Priya is a regular insert that celebrates and recognizes women in 
leadership in the hospitality industry. It provides news, features 
and advice on business, career and family and adds fun with 
tips on personal style and practical products that help women 
balance their lives and get the job done.

In short, Asian Hospitality is the one-stop magazine for Asian 
hoteliers, published in their preferred language.

  Monthly B2B magazine read by Asian Hoteliers in U.S.
  Magazine targets and is read by both Asian 

American men and women of all ages in the 
hotel industry

  Published in English and Gujarati, the 
language spoken and read by the majority 
of Asian American hoteliers in the U.S.

  Reaches all key decision makers
  BPA audited circulation of 10,200 with a 

readership in excess of 50,000
For information on sponsoring an issue 

of Priya, contact Associate Publisher 
Nirmal Puri at nirmal.puri@amgusa.biz or 
770 246 0543.

Asian Hospitality is the leading magazine for Asian American hoteliers in 
North America. Published in English and Gujarati, Asian Hospitality is your 
road map into the Asian American hotelier community. 

Asian Hospitality is written and edited by award-winning journalists 
with a unique and profound understanding of the Asian-Indian 
community and the hospitality industry.

E-News:
Asian Hospitality’s weekly e-newsletter reaches 8,500 subscribers a month. 

The e-newsletter’s open rate averages 38 percent a month. Our click-through rate 
averages 15 percent a month. Both statistics are above industry averages.

Website:
Asianhospitality.com is our daily news 
site where we post breaking industry 
news, ongoing developments and report 
on industry events and newsmakers.

The number of website visits has 
increased by 47.7 percent from February 
to August 2019. 

Unique visits average more than 
85,000 a month. Page views per month 
average 1.2 million with average page 
views per visitor of 5.6, which is greater 
than the industry average.

For information on sponsoring an issue of Priya, contact Associate 
Publisher Nirmal Puri at nirmal.puri@amgusa.biz or 770 246 0543.

That inspired the name of Sarolia’s new compa-
ny.

“I felt it was only appropriate to name it after the 
first chapter of our story, which set the foundation 
for many generations to come,” Sarolia said. 

The brothers worked odd jobs until 1958, when 
they leased their first hotel, the Alder Hotel in San 
Francisco. They later purchased it. An exterior sign 
showing nightly rates from the Alder that ended up 
in the Smithsonian in 2015 for a special exhibit on 
Indian Americans (See story on p. 28).

When Sarolia’s parents, Ramanbhai and Savita 
Patel, moved to the U.S. in 1967, Dhayabhai and 
Shantibhai helped them adjust and brought them 
into the family business.That business had grown to 18 hotels by 1981, 
nearly 30 years after their start at the Alder.

“My family has never forgotten this accomplish-
ment as it’s a constant reminder of perseverance 
and the focal point of our conversation when 
discussing business expansion, development and 
growth,” Sarolia said. Savita Patel, who was 17 when she moved to 
America, remains a principal in the company. At 72, 
she still is not afraid to handle the small house-
keeping jobs that were her first duties at the Alder.

“It’s no shame to do any work, all work is import-
ant,” she said.

That’s a lesson Sarolia, who lived in the Alder for 
11 years, took to heart.“It made me realize my great uncles were not just 
pioneers, they were visionaries,” she said. “One of 
the many benefits of being raised in a close family 
was hearing their stories of struggle and how it 
led them to success, gifting me with the story of 
Ellis Island, and the name of our company in their 
honor.” 

By the time she was 12 years old, Sarolia was able 
to manage the hotel’s front desk. Still, she did not 
immediately embrace the business in her youth. 

“To be honest, I was a little reluctant to join the 
family business,” she said. “At first, I wanted to 
pursue a career in law and have a structured work 
schedule. After completing my undergrad and one 
year of law school, I realized it was not what I real-
ly wanted to do.”She stayed in San Diego, where she had gone 
to school, and got a job as a front office manager 
at the 202-room Quality Resort in Mission Valley, 
California. However, in 1996, after speaking with 
her brothers, Vinod Patel and Vyomesh Patel, about 
opportunities to break into the market there, they 
bought their first hotel. “Within six years, my brothers invested in five 
hotels with me,” Sarolia said. “My family has always 
shown me respect, and I never felt less obligated 

to contribute to the family or business due to my 
gender. We are a gender-neutral family. Roles were 
based on your knowledge and experience.”Finding a new pathToday, Ellis Hospitality is still in the early 

chapters of its story. Sarolia, her brothers and their 
mother began the company last year and it now has 
seven hotels throughout California.“They’re all in great markets and they’re all in 
over-developed markets, but we still perform,” she 
said. “We’ve seen increases in RevPAR, even in 
markets where it’s flat. Some results we won’t see 
until after the first quarter.”She’s also seen significant improvement in the 
cohesiveness of her employees.

“I felt it was only appropriate to name [her company Ellis Hospitality Group] after the first chapter of our story, which set the foundation for many generations to come.”
Jyoti Sarolia

T he history of Jyoti Sarolia’s fam-ily imbues her life. It’s the story many immigrants know of coming to America and making a new life. Her regard for that achievement is 
reflected in the name of her Temecula, Califor-
nia-based company, Ellis Hospitality Group.

Part of her family tale even made its way to 
the Smithsonian Museum.But today, Sarolia, as chief operating officer, 
is helping Ellis Hospitality move into the future 
using new technology. It’s a future she’s making 
for her daughter, and a story she hopes reso-
nates with other women in every profession.Where it all beganSarolia’s family established its foothold in the 

U.S. in 1952 when her paternal grandfather’s 
brothers, Dhayabhai Patel and Shantibhai Patel, 
immigrated to this country. Like thousands 
of others, their first stop was the immigration 
inspection station on Ellis Island in New York.

Hist  ory in the Making

Jyoti Sarolia’s company honors her family’s past while moving into the future

Jyoti Sarolia, owner and chief operating officer of newly-formed Temecula, California-based Ellis Hospitality Group, said the name of the company reflects her family history.
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Such is the strength of their community 
spirit that the pioneering immigrants 
of the 1960s and 1970s encouraged and 
financed friends and relatives wishing to 
build homes and businesses in America. 
These pioneers were the dream makers, 
the unofficial bankers, business advisers 
and guardians who made the American 
Dream a reality for thousands of others. 
And what an industry they have built. 

But nowhere has the Asian-Indian 
community’s presence in America 
been felt more emphatically than in the 
hospitality industry. Combining an innate 
entrepreneurial flair with legendary 
Indian hospitality, the Indian American 
community has become synonymous 
with the hotel business in America. 
Asian American hoteliers dominate the 
economy, midscale and upper midscale 
sectors of the U.S. hotel industry.

Indian American women play a key 
role in the family business. They are the 
backbones of the enterprises, managing 
and operating the hotel businesses. They 
are prime decision makers in purchasing 
and other processes. They are keen 

readers of Asian Hospitality, its Gujarati 
section and our sister title Garavi 
Gujarat, the leading newsweekly for the 
Gujarati community in North America.

Following the pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic radically 
altered the hospitality and travel 
industries in the U.S. and around the 
world. Asian Hospitality adjusted its 
angle of attack to bring readers all the 
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Sometimes it is about 

the destination
As leisure travel continues to drive 

the recovery, hotels in destination 

markets prepare for a hot summer

Hotel companies in the news include: 

Vision Hospitality Group, Jay Sai Corp., Qhotels Management

Software engineer returns 

to hotel industry to create 

Derby City Hospitality

Off to the races

The show will go on

The Hunter Hotel Conference 

is the first of several in-person 

hotel industry shows planned 

for this summer 

November 2021  Volume 21  #198

Clearing a  path forwardHotel owners are mostly bullish with their plans for 2022, but with some restraint 

Hotel companies in the news include: 
Noble Investment Group, Shivstar Investments and NewcrestImage

Promises made to  Best Western membersLarry Cuculic to succeed David Kong as CEO when he retires at the end of the year

A new year, a new hope for the worldThe COVID-19 pandemic is slowing, but still lingering. Still, there is hope and Asian Hospitality readers are feeling it for Diwali.

11/8/21, 12:52 PM AMG BUSINESS SOLUTIONS Mail - NewcrestImage sells 27 hotels in $822 million deal/ Noble Investment Group buys Salt Lak…

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=0c7456eb8b&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1715862419478040874&simpl=msg-f%3A1715862419… 1/3

NewcrestImage sells 27 hotels toSummit Hotel PropertiesThe $822 million deal also includes two parking
decks and financial incentives

NewcrestImage, led by Mehul Patel as managing partner and

CEO, has sold most of its hotel portfolio, 27 properties
including the dual brand AC Hotel/Residence Inn at Frisco
Station in suburban Dallas, left, and the dual brand Courtyard

by Marriott/ TownePlace Suites by Marriott in Grapevine at
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, to Summit Hotel
Properties for $822 million.

NEWCRESTIMAGE HAS SOLD most of its hotel portfolio, along

with some other properties, in a $822 million transaction with

 

Noble acquires Homewood Suitesin Salt Lake CityThe city’s rapid growth cited as motivation forinvestment

Noble Investment Group, led by Mit Shah as CEO, has
acquired the 137-room Homewood Suites by Hilton Salt Lake

City | Downtown in Salt Lake City, Utah.

NOBLE INVESTMENT GROUP has acquired the Homewood

Ed brock <ed.brock@amgusa.biz>

NewcrestImage sells 27 hotels in $822 million deal/ Noble Investment Group buys Salt

Lake City Homewood Suites Asian Hospitality <weeklyupdates@asianhospitality.com>

Mon, Nov 8, 2021 at 7:18 AM
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COVID-19 Update

11/8/21, 12:53 PM AMG BUSINESS SOLUTIONS Mail - STR, HotStats: Labor costs drag down September profits/ Survey finds travelers planning n…
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STR: Rising labor cost dragsdown U.S. hotel profitability inSeptemberHotStats reports a similar cost increase, but also
cites reasons for optimism

Labor costs averaged $47.50 per available room during
September, 96 percent of the level it reached in the same time

period in 2019, making it the highest index of the pandemic-
era, according to STR. HotStats reported labor costs per
available room at $55 for the month under review, its highest
point since the beginning of the pandemic.

 

INSIDERS

Denise Kauble is now director of asset management for Noble
Investment Group. Also, Melissa Blankson is the new real estate
paralegal for the Atlanta-based company, led by Mit Shah as
CEO.

Kauble previously was regional director of sales and marketing
and area general manager for McKibbon Hospitality where she
oversaw sales for the East Coast. In her new role, she will be
responsible for working with third-party management organizations

and on-property leadership of Noble-owned assets. 
“Denise’s experience and industry knowledge complement Noble’s

Ed brock <ed.brock@amgusa.biz>

STR, HotStats: Labor costs drag down September profits/ Survey finds travelers

planning next vacation 1 message
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11/8/21, 12:57 PM
AMG BUSINESS SOLUTIONS Mail - Dallas, Marriott top U.S. construction pipeline/ IHG says its corporate bookings are up
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LE: Dallas top market for U.S.

hotel construction pipeline

Marriott leads among brands, followed by Hilton, IHG

Dallas, with 147 projects containing 17,711 rooms in its hotel

construction pipeline, was the top market for the U.S. overall

pipeline in the third quarter, according to Lodging

Econometrics.

 

CRISIS IN NUMBERS

63.9 percent

Occupancy for the week ending Oct. 23, down from 65 percent

the week before and a 9.1 drop from the same period in 2019,

according to STR. ADR for the third week of the month was

$134.14, almost the same rates as the prior week’s $134.03 and

just 0.6 percent down from its value in 2019. RevPAR decreased

to $85.74 during the week from $87.15 the week before. However,

Ed brock <ed.brock@amgusa.biz>

Dallas, Marriott top U.S. construction pipeline/ IHG says its corporate bookings are up 
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2022 Editorial CalendarAsian Media Group

Garavi Gujarat
Garavi Gujarat is North America’s 

biggest selling bilingual Asian 
newsweekly. Established in 1968, 
Garavi Gujarat is published in full 
color in Gujarati and English. The 
magazine covers an eclectic blend of 
news and features for the Asian-Indian 
community in the U.S. Garavi Gujarat 
is a family magazine with a strong news 
focus and entertaining and informative 
sections for women and second-
generation Asians.

Its renowned annual Diwali 
issue, which celebrates one of the 
most important festivals in the 
Indian calendar, is a collector’s 
edition with over 500 pages. 
Garavi Gujarat is the only ethnic 
title published in two editions, 
for the U.S. and European 
markets.

  Full Color weekly news 
magazine

  Widely read within Asian 
hotelier community

  Published in English and 
Gujarati

  Biggest selling bi-lingual news 
magazine in North America

Direct Marketing
Asian Hospitality offers a specialized 
direct marketing service to advertisers. 
With a unique and comprehensive 
database of Asian hoteliers, Asian 
Hospitality can design, print and mail 
your message directly to more than 
14,000 hoteliers. Furthermore, you 
can communicate with them in their 
own language. Asian Hospitality will 
translate and typeset your message 
into Gujarati or any of the Indian 
languages.

Language-based direct mail is 
an effective way to ensure your 
message is understood and reaches 
Asian hoteliers. With a plethora of 
companies targeting this sector, make 
sure your words are not lost.

The Festival of Lights
Diwali is a special time for Asian 
Indians in the U.S. Not only is it the 
biggest festival of the year but it 
is also a time for great celebration 
with families and to remember 
those less fortunate. Diwali is the 
Indian equivalent of Christmas and 
represents the dawning of the Indian 
New Year. Diwali is also called the 
“Festival of Lights” and celebrates the 
victory of good over evil.

This unique event is a celebration 
to honor the Goddess of wealth, 
Laxmi. Many Asian Indians view 
Diwali as the ideal time to enhance 
their lives and give gifts to family 
and friends. It also marks the 

beginning of the new financial year.
Asian Hospitality publishes a 

special issue at this time. This issue 
is traditionally a high-profile edition 
with interviews and profiles of 
industry leaders and in-depth features 
analyzing the year ahead. The Diwali 
issue is the perfect opportunity for 
you to convey your festive greetings 
to your business partners with a 
simple best wishes message for a 
Happy Diwali and Prosperous New 
Year. Asian Hospitality can design 
your advertisement to suit the festive 
spirit of Diwali.

The Group
Asian Hospitality and Garavi Gujarat 
come to you from a publishing 
house with an unrivaled pedigree in 
ethnic publishing. Asian Hospitality 
is published by Asian Media Group 
USA Inc. The Group was established 
in London, England, in 1968, with the 
launch of Garavi Gujarat newsweekly. 
Today the group is the largest Asian 
publishing house in the UK, with a 
stable of market-leading consumer and 
business titles serving the country’s 
thriving Asian community.

All the Group’s titles are designed 
and printed at the company’s full-color 
printing and distribution facilities. 
The group has invested several million 
dollars in state-of-the-art prepress and 
printing technology. 

AMG has worked closely with many 
blue-chip companies in targeting and 
marketing to the Asian community. 

This experience, honed and 
fine-tuned over four decades, 
can be harnessed to your 
advantage. AMG’s business 
consultants are on hand to 
offer you advice on how best 
to target this enterprising 
community. 

Such is the esteem in which 
the group is held in the United 
Kingdom that its founder and 
editor-in- chief was awarded 
a CBE (Commander of the 
most excellent order of the 
British Empire) by Her Majesty 
the Queen for services to the 
publishing industry and the 
Asian community.

Extended- 
stay

Priya

Economy/ 
Midscale

Priya

Luxury/
Boutique

Priya



Special Value Package
Special discounted rate for 
Print, Website and Newsletter 
Bundled Messages
Bleed
No extra charge 
Positions
Guaranteed special positions 
are 10% additional and may be 
cancelled only on 90-day notice. 
Preferred positions are sold on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
Contracted positions receive the 
right of first refusal on contract 
renewels. 
Terms
Due upon presentation of 
invoice 
Agency Commissions 
15% of gross billing is allowed to 
advertising agencies on space, 
inserts, and position only. No 

commission is allowed on 
other items, such as the cost 
of printing, reprints, etc. No 
agency commission is allowed 
for accounts 30 days past due.
Copy & Contract Regulations
Advertisers and advertising 
agencies assume liability for 
all content (including text, 
illustration, and representation) 
of ads printed, and also 
assume responsibility for any 
claims arising there from 
made against the publisher. 
The publisher reserves the 
right to reject any advertising 
which is not in keeping with 
the publication’s standard. 
Cancellations accepted 
four weeks to space closing 
date, cover positions are 
noncancelable.

Full Page
8 x 10.52

2/3 Page
Vertical
4.5 x 10

1/2 Page Horizontal
7.5 x 5

1/2 Page 
Island

4.5 x 7.5
1/3 Page 

Horizontal
4.4 x 4.8

1/3 Page
Vertical
2.2 x 10

1/4 Page
Horizontal

4.8 x 3.3

1/4 Page
Vertical
3.3 x 4.8

Bottom Strip
7.5 x 3

Full Page-Bleed
8.65 x 11.12
Trim Size:

8.37 x 10.87
Keep live area 

1/4 inch inside trim 
and 1/2 inch 

away from gutter

Nirmal Puri, associate publisher
770-246-0543 / nirmal.puri@amgusa.biz

To learn more about Asian Hospitality, contact: 

Aditya Solanki, Digital Media & CRM Manager 
Tel: +44 20 7654 7784 / aditya@amg.biz

Ed Brock, assistant editor
770 246 0572 / ed.brock@amgusa.biz

Digital Costs & SpecsAdvertising Costs & Sizes

UNIT SIZE                          FREQUENCY
 1-3 4-6 6+

Full Page  $3,500 $3,200 $3,000

2/3 Page $3,000 $2,600 $2,200

1/2 Page $2,500 $2,200 $1,800

1/3 Page $1,900 $1,600 $1,200

1/4 Page $1,500 $1,300 $950

Inside Front Cover   $3,900  $3,900  $3,900
(Cover 2)

Inside Back Cover  $3,900  $3,900  $3,900
(Cover 3)

Back Cover  $4,500  $4,500  $4,500

SPECIAL UNITS
Front Cover Banner   $7,000 
(Includes 1/2 page Advertorial and Full Page Ad)

Front Cover Banner   $4,000
(Includes 1/2 page Advertorial)   

  Inserts, gatefolds, false covers, cover wraps, reprints, etc.  
     Priced on request.

  Advertising can be translated and typeset in Gujarati.

CLASSIFIED
Business Card Size  $500

1/4 Page $800

1/2 Page  $1,200

ELECTRONIC
www.asianhospitality.com

Top Banner 780 x 90 Pixels  $2,000

Vertical Banner 160 x 240 Pixels $1,000

Bottom Banner  780 x 90 Pixels $1,500 

ASIAN HOSPITALITY NEWSLETTER
1 Page Current Events Update $1,000
emailed to magazine subscribers 4x per month


